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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. This report sets out the business case and procurement strategy for upgrading 
lighting on Council estates to LED equivalents. This includes communal 
lighting in corridors stairs and exterior of buildings together with estate lighting 
comprising of lighting columns on green spaces, external walk-ways, and 
carparks.

1.2. Detailed financial modelling has been carried out to assess the business case 
for the project for the replacement and upgrading of the lighting. 

1.3. The main drivers for investing in LED Lighting are reduced energy 
consumption, reducing our carbon footprint and lower maintenance costs.



1.4. The Council is committed to reducing the impact it has on the environment in 
accordance with Council values, reducing pollution and working towards the 
Council becoming the greenest borough in Britain The Council is working hard 
to reduce carbon emissions in the Borough and reducing fuel poverty by 
helping residents to save money on their energy bills. Once all the lights have 
been upgraded and the capital costs recovered, the new LED lamps will help 
to save the Council around £650,000 each year by reducing energy 
consumption and lower maintenance costs. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. That the existing residential block and estate lighting be replaced with LED 
equivalent which is consistent with the Council’s aim of being the Greenest 
Borough in the Country.

2.2. That the Business Case and Procurement Strategy for LED Lighting for 
Residential Blocks and Estate Column Lighting procurement (at Appendix 1) 
be approved.

3. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1. To comply with the requirements contained in Contract Standing Orders to 
seek Cabinet approval for the business case and procurement strategy for any 
proposed procurement, before a regulated procurement exercise is 
commenced.

4. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES 

4.1. The proposal has 2 main parts:

 Communal Lighting 

  Estate lighting.

Communal Lighting

4.2 Survey information has been analysed of communal lighting across 530 sites 
across the Borough. The survey collected data on the number of internal and 
external lights (both emergency and non-emergency lights), wattages, and 
condition of the lights and wiring. 

4.3     The survey information combined with a range of cost information (see cost 
assumptions in the Business Case and Procurement Strategy at Appendix 1) 
has been used to model the financial business case for upgrading the lighting.

4.4 The power consumed (wattage) of an LED can be around 50% less than an 
equivalent fluorescent light. Whilst the capital cost for an LED fitting will be 
higher than replacing the existing fittings on a like for like basis, significant 
savings can be achieved through reduced energy bills and operational 
maintenance costs.

           



 Estate Lighting

4.5 A survey has been carried out into the structural condition of column estate 
lighting Columns with the following ratings and were modelled for LED 
upgrades:

1. Red: Replace within 6 months

2. Amber High: Replace within 3 years

3. Amber low: Replace within 6 years

4.6 There are 67 sites listed with columns meeting the above criteria. This 
totalled 490 columns/lamps to be upgraded. All sites/estates with columns 
that require upgrading, were also within the scope of the communal lighting 
survey.

5.  OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

5.1       A detailed options appraisal is contained in Appendix1 (Paragraph 3).

6.         CONSULTATION

6.1      Extensive consultation has taken place with Tenants and Residents (Repairs 
Working Group) via the Lighting Sub Group, as improved lighting is a high 
priority for residents and where possible resident preferences have been 
considered and incorporated where appropriate into the project. Further details 
of consultation undertaken by the SRT are given in Appendix 1 (see 
Paragraph/Section 8).

7.         EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

7.1 The planned improvement and reliability of the new LED Lighting will benefit 
all residents providing a safer and better illuminated environment. It is not 
anticipated that there will be any negatives on any groups with protected 
characteristics under the terms of the equality Act 2010.

7.2       Implications verified/completed by: Peter Smith Head of Policy & Strategy, 
tel. 020 8753 2206. 

8. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1 As required by Contract Standing Order 8.12, this report is being presented to 
Cabinet for approval of the Business Case and Procurement Strategy for the 
proposed procurement of new lighting for communal area and estate lighting 
on Council housing estates. 

8.2 As recognised by the Business Case and Procurement Strategy, this 
procurement exceeds the EU threshold for works, so the full requirements of 
the EU public procurement rules need to be followed. 



8.3 The proposal to follow a full tender process advertised in the OJEU and on the 
Council’s capital-Esourcing tendering portal will secure compliance with the 
Council’s Contract Standing Orders (CSOs). For a contract of this value, CSO 
10.2 requires the use of an EU compliant framework agreement, or 
alternatively the placing of an EU contract notice in OJEU plus advert on the 
Council’s own tender portal. 

8.4 In the event of the EU public procurement rules ceasing to apply before this 
tender is advertised, due to Brexit, the process outlined in Appendix 1 will still 
need to be followed to secure compliance with CSOs, except with an 
alternative form of advertising to OJEU, as required by any applicable 
alternative rules such as the World Trade Organisation rules. 

8.5 Legal services will continue to advise the service area in relation to the 
proposed evaluation methodology and the most appropriate contract terms.

8.6 Due to the estimated value of the contract exceeding £5m, a Cabinet decision 
will be required to approve the contract award.

  Implications verified/completed by: Deborah Down, senior associate with 
Sharpe Pritchard Solicitors on secondment to the Council 
ddown@sharpepritchard.co.uk

9.         FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1 The HRA Capital Programme 2018-19 to 2021-22 (Second Quarter) 
Monitoring revised budget was approved by Cabinet on 14 January 2019 
includes £702,000 allocated for the estate lighting works. 

9.2 The proposals will require an estimated budget of £836,000 for the estate 
lighting works which will be funded to the extent of £702,000 from this current 
budget allocation. The balance needed for estate lighting (£134,000) and the 
total estimated requirement for the communal lighting in the blocks (£5.3m), 
totalling to £5.4m, will need to be met from the unallocated budget pool. 

9.3 For the communal lighting, the proposed option of replacement with LED lights 
will result in an additional cost of £2.7m compared to the cost that would have 
been incurred if replaced with similar fluorescent lights. However, the 
replacement with LED lights will result in savings in revenue costs by way of 
reduced energy consumption as well as significantly longer useful asset lives. 
The savings will have a positive impact on the HRA revenue budget.

9.4  The table below summarises the key financial figures:

Elements 
of works

Approved 
budget (£)

Estimated 
spend (£)

Budget 
shortfall 
(£)

Unallocated 
budget balance 
(£)

Comments

Estate 
lighting

702,000 836,000 134,000 Quarter 2 
approved - 
£36.3m

Quarter 3 
proposed for 

The budget shortfall needs to 
be funded from the 
unallocated budget pool. 

Spend is likely to exceed 
£836,000, but cannot be 

mailto:ddown@sharpepritchard.co.uk


approval - 
£29.2m

quantified yet (para 9.5) and 
will need to be funded from 
the unallocated budget pool.

Communal 
lighting

          - 5,266,436 5,266,436 Quarter 2 
approved - 
£36.3m

Quarter 3 
proposed for 
approval - 
£29.2m

This shortfall needs to be 
funded from the unallocated 
budget pool.

Total 702,000 6,102,436 5,400,436

9.5 The actual costs of estate lighting is likely to exceed the estimate above due 
to re-wiring of underground cables. However, these costs cannot be modelled 
at present due to lack of survey information. Any such additional cost will also 
need to be funded from the unallocated budget pool.  

9.6 Cabinet approved the revised capital budget through the Capital Programme 
2018/19 to 2021/22 (Second Quarter) Monitoring report on 14 January 2019. 
This included the unallocated budget amount of £36.3m. The Third Quarter 
Monitoring report being considered by Cabinet on 4 February 2019 includes 
an unallocated budget of £29.2m, taking into account Cabinet and Cabinet 
member decisions since the second quarter.

9.7 Project spend will be monitored and reported via the Decent Neighbourhood 
monthly budget monitoring and the quarterly capital monitoring by Cabinet. It 
is recommended that project managers maintain project cash flows that are 
shared with Finance to ensure strong budgetary control.

9.8 The works will be rechargeable to leaseholders and recharged across either 
the block or the estate as applicable. As these cost projections are not 
presently available and will be calculated in different manners, it is difficult to 
accurately project the expected revenue arising. However, based on the 
approximate leaseholder/tenant ratio of 30%, the Council might broadly expect 
to recharge approximately £1.8m from the projected £6.1m expenditure. 

9.9 Finance will carry out credit check of the contractors proposed to be selected 
in future for the works approved by this report. 

   Financial Context

9.10 The plans set out in this report are not expected to adversely impact on the 
current projected level of HRA cashable reserves. The plans in this report are 
also not expected to adversely impact on the level of debt in the HRA as 
measured by the HRA Capital Financing Requirement (CFR), as the Capital 
Programme has a sufficient budget envelope to fund this contract.

9.11 Implications completed by: Sudhir Kafle, Housing Investment Accountant, 
Contact tel. 020 8753 4391.



9.12 Implications verified by: Emily Hill, Assistant Director, Corporate Finance, tel. 
020 8753 3145.

10.        IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS

10.1 The successful contractor will be encouraged to use local supply chains for the 
supply of materials and labour where possible. The Commissioning Manager 
will work with the Economic Development Team to ensure that economic and 
social criteria is delivered and to create employment and skills prospects for 
residents and supply opportunities for local businesses in the Borough.

10.2 Implications verified/completed by: Albena Karameros Programme Manager, 
tel. 020 79388 583.

11.       COMMERCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

11.1 The recommendations and the procurement strategy are in line with the 
Council’s Contract Standing orders (CSOs) and the Public Contract 
Regulations (PCR2015)

11.2 The recommendation is to undertake an OJEU compliant restricted procedure. 
A TAP will be established to assess the suppliers based on a 60%/40% quality-
price ratio. The process will be published via the designated electronic 
system,capitalEsourcing and advertised in Contracts finder and Tenders 
Electronics Daily (TED)

11.3 A PIA must be signed off before publishing the tender to be compliant with 
internal Data Protection processes.

11.4 Procurement will support the officers in ensuring the compliance with the 
multilot procurement exercise recommended.

11.5 Implications verified/completed by Andra Ulianov, Procurement Consultat, tel. 
020 8753 2284.

12.       SOCIAL VALUE CONSIDERATIONS

12.1 Social Value, sustainability and environmental issues will be weighted at 15% 
of the quality questions which is normally at 5%. This satisfies the Social Value 
Act 2012 requirements. Recommendations would be to have questions 
specifically addressing the number of apprentices and creation of local jobs 
during the lifetime of the contract. This will also be included as a KPI in the 
contractual agreement.

12.2 Implications verified/completed by IIaria Agueci-procurement Consultant 
(Projects), tel. 020 8753 4762.

13.        IT IMPLICATIONS

13.1    As Option 3 is the recommended option, there are no apparent IT implications 
resulting from the proposal in this report. If Option 2 were to be considered 



which includes remote monitoring via Wi Fi IT Services will be consulted to 
ensure that all necessary safeguards, permissions, and budgets are in place, 
and that the new functionality is aligned with the ITS strategy. 

13.2 IM Implications: If the contractor will be processing data on behalf of H&F, such 
as names as names and addresses of residents, a privacy impact assessment 
will need to be completed to ensure all potential data protection risks are 
properly assessed with mitigating actions agreed and implemented. For 
example, a contract data protection and processing schedule or an information 
sharing agreement template and a Supplier Security checklist to ensure the 
systems used by the contractor comply with H&F’s regulatory requirements.

13.3 The contract will need to include H&F’s data protection and processing 
schedule. This is compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) enacted from 25 May 2018.

13.4 Implications verified/completed by: Karen Barry, Strategic Relationship 
Manager, IT Services, tel. 0208 753 3481.

14.       RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

14.1 Health & Safety Management

 Once projects are live, Health and Safety is the number one priority and the  
 first agenda item at monthly progress meetings. Risks are constantly monitored 
 with an on-going action plan as per the  live Risk Register.   
H&S performance is monitored via  KPIs and reports focusing on near misses, 
minor incidents, employee absence from work due to incident and RIDDOR. 
The Contruction Phase Plan is used as a management tool to ensure that at 
each project stage there will be a safe start.  This includes a comprehensive 
site induction to all Contractors including checking of permits and asbestos 
awareness training.  
The Health & Safety file/O&M manual will be developed throughout the 
delivery of the projects to ensure that those involved in future maintenance 
work can benefit. The file will be agreed with the Principal Designer and made 
available to LBHF in both electronic and hard copy. The file will provide detail 
of any residual hazards, project information, drawings, certificates, 
guarantees, approvals, details of the project team. 
The contractor  will also ensure  that if there are  any dangers they will be  
clearly identified through signage and all operatives returning to site review 
the Heath and Safety file prior to return, taking necessary precautions in line 
with site specific RAMS.

14.2 Implications verified by Michael Sloniowski, Risk Manager, tel. 020 8753 
2587.



15. OTHER IMPLICATIONS

15.1 Details of any specific implications relating to property, business intelligence, 
health and wellbeing, Section 106 and PREVENT are set out in Appendix 1 
(see Paragraph/Section 7).

16. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT

None

LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix 1 – Business Case & Procurement Strategy 



APPENDIX 1:  
REPORT RELATING TO 
BUSINESS CASE; 
PROCUREMENT STRATEGY; and 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE
FOR  COMMUNAL AND ESTATE LIGHTING 

BUSINESS CASE – WHY THE PROCUREMENT IS NEEDED

1.      SURVEY INFORMATION

1.1 The proposal has 2 main parts:

 Communal Lighting 

  Estate lighting.

Communal Lighting

1.2 Survey information has been analysed of communal lighting across 530 sites 
across the Borough. The survey collected data on the number of internal and 
external lights (both emergency and non-emergency lights), wattages, and 
condition of the lights and wiring. 

1.3    The survey information combined with a range of cost information (see section 
2 below) has been used to model the financial business case for upgrading the 
lighting.

1.4 The power consumed (wattage) of an LED can be around 50% less than an 
equivalent fluorescent light. Whilst the capital cost for an LED fitting will be 
higher than replacing the existing fittings, significant savings can be achieved 
through reduced energy bills and operational maintenance costs.

           Estate Lighting

1.5 A survey has been carried out into the structural condition of column estate 
lighting Columns with the following ratings and were modelled for LED 
upgrades:

4. Red: Replace within 6 months

5. Amber High: Replace within 3 years

6. Amber low: Replace within 6 years



1.6 There are 67 sites listed with columns meeting the above criteria. This totalled 
490 columns/lamps to be upgraded. All sites/estates with columns that require 
upgrading, were also within the scope of the communal lighting survey.

2.        FINANCIAL INFORMATION

2.1      MODELLING WORK

 A savings calculator was developed to assess the business case for investing 
in LED upgrades and lighting controls. Each site was modelled for the 
investment required and the resulting savings. Summary figures for all sites are 
presented in tables 1, 2 and 3 below. A screenshot of the model calculator is 
included in Appendix B.  Key outputs from the model are discussed below. 

Savings in carbon emissions (through reduced use of grid electricity) have been 
provided in two forms: SAP 2012 and SAP 10. The standard assessment 
procedure (SAP) is a government tool used to model energy use. SAP 2012 
(currently used by government to assess energy in buildings) uses an older 
2012 carbon emissions factor, whereas SAP 10 (currently in development) uses 
an updated and lower emissions factor – grid electricity is now ‘greener’, or less 
carbon intensive, than it was in 2012 due to increased renewables. Whilst the 
SAP10 saving provides a more realistic figure when reporting on carbon 
savings. 

Simple payback is based on the total Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) (LED 
upgrades, lighting controls and re-wiring where required) divided by the 
resulting annual cost saving. Additional Capex has also been included for 
review: the modelling work assumes that as a ‘base case’ existing fluorescent 
lighting is life expired and requires replacing. Additional CAPEX is therefore the 
extra cost required for upgrading to LEDs when compared to this base case. 

2.2       Annual cost savings by installing LEDs are achieved by:

 Reduced energy consumption (the first column in the tables below). The 
lower wattages of LEDs and the use of lighting controls (occupancy and 
daylight controls) reduce annual energy spend. 

 LED lights have an expected life of 50,000 hours compared to fluorescent 
lights (communal areas) of 10,000 hours and high-pressure sodium lights 
(estate lighting) of 24,000 hours. Therefore, the average re-lamping cost per 
year is lower for LED lighting.



   2.3     Summary figures from the model

  Communal lighting

    Table 1: Outputs from the model for investing in LED lighting and lighting controls in communal areas on the 
530 sites

Energy 
saving 
(kWh 
p.a.)

SAP 
2012 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

SAP 10 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

Total 
CAPEX 
(£)

Additional 
CAPEX 
(£)

Annual 
saving 
(£)

Simple 
payback 
(years)

     
2,698,483 

                    
1,401 

                    
629 

     
5,266,436 

      
2,693,946 

         
641,022 

             
8.2 

    Estate Lighting

      Table 2: Outputs from the model for investing in estate LED lighting and lighting controls on the 67 sites

*Cost of column replacement has not been included in this assessment. This 
would be an additional cost of £693,590.

Combined – Communal and Estate lighting

Table 3: Combined figures from tables 1 and 2

Energy 
Saving 
(kWh 
p.a.)

SAP 
2012 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

SAP 
10 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

Total 
CAPEX* 

Additional 
CAPEX 
(£)

Annual 
saving 
(£)

Simple 
payback 
(years)

 
2,805,901 

        
1,456 

           
654 

 
5,409,196 

   
2,693,946

   
650,689             8.3 

It is important to note that there are likely to be further costs associated with 
the estate lighting due to re-wiring of underground cables. There is currently 

Energy 
Saving 
(kWh 
p.a.)

SAP 2012 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

SAP 10 
carbon 
saving 
(tCO2)

Total 
CAPEX 
(LED 
only*)

Annual 
Saving (£)

Simple 
payback 
(years)

                                                         
107,419 

                                        
56 

                                               
25 

                           
142,760 

                                      
9,668 14.8



no survey information available to model this unknown cost and so it has not 
been included in this costing exercise.  

2.4 In summary the capital expenditure for this project is £5,409,109 plus 
£693,590 for replacement lighting columns giving a total of £6,102,696. After 
the payback period there should be saving of around £650,000 per year. 

1. OPTIONS APPRAISAL AND RISK ASSESSMENT

3.1       The first option is to retain the status quo by replacing the existing lighting with 
similar fluorescent lighting which would cost approximately £2.6 million. 
However, it is wasteful in terms of energy consumption, ongoing maintenance 
costs and does nothing to reduce the carbon footprint

3.2        Option 2 is to install LED lighting with remote monitoring using Wi-Fi technology 
to allow staff to monitor bulb failures without having to rely on residents making 
complaints or estate inspections. Unfortunately, the costs of installing remote 
monitoring is an additional £3.5 million. For this reason, although it would have 
been the favoured option it has been discounted for budgetary reasons on 
economy and affordability grounds.

3.3      Option 3 is to replace the existing communal and estate lighting with LED but 
without remote monitoring. This option will:

 Improve Energy Efficiency

 Reduce Energy costs

 Reduce Carbon Footprint

 Provide a more reliable service for residents

 Will generate ongoing savings

              For the reasons listed above option 3 is the preferred choice.

2. THE MARKET

4.1      There is robust and mature market for works of this nature. The tender which 
will be subject to OJEU and it is expected that it will attract a number of bids 
from suitably qualified and experienced companies to carry out this work. It is 
planned to carry out market testing before commencing the procurement 
process to determine the level of interest and packaging of work.

4.2     We have partnered with Capita through the Greater London Authority who have 
provided free support under the Mayor of London’s Re-New Programme to  
assist  officers with formulating the strategy and creating the financial models 
for this project. 



PROCUREMENT STRATEGY

3. CONTRACT PACKAGE, LENGTH AND SPECIFICATION 

It is proposed to package the works into 2 lots:

 Communal Lighting
 Estate Lighting 

The skills differ between communal lighting and estate lighting and it is 
proposed therefore that Tenderers can bid for one or both lots. By dividing the 
contract in this way, it may attract bids from smaller companies for the estate 
lighting package.

It is proposed that the contract be phased over 2 years and it is envisaged that 
the successful contractor would employ 2 teams working concurrently to 
complete the contract during this period.

4. SOCIAL VALUE, LOCAL ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY BENEFITS

6.1       The proposal will see local companies involved in the supply of materials. It is 
envisaged that there will be opportunities for direct local employment and the 
creation of apprenticeships, and tenderers’ proposals with regard to social 
value will form of the evaluation process.

6.2      New more efficient lighting will reduce energy consumption, costs and the 
carbon footprint.

    
5. OTHER  STRATEGIC POLICY OBJECTIVES

7.1    The Housing Capital Programme seeks to meet the corporate strategic 
objectives of improving the quality of the Borough’s Housing stock. The LED 
lighting replacement programme will help to provide safe protected 
communal areas and contribute to the Green Agenda. 

6.       STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

 8.1       Finance, legal and procurement and other stakeholder departments have been 
consulted in the compilation of this report.  Residents have been consulted 
through the RWG Lighting sub group and have been kept fully informed 
throughout the process. Leaseholders will be consulted through the Section 20 
process:

8.2    Residents will be written to advising them of the proposed works and 
leaseholders will be served with Section 20 Notices.  

8.3        The cost to leaseholders is calculated in line with the terms of the lease as a  
          set percentage of the total cost of the works.  



8.4     The required contribution from leaseholders for the LED lighting upgrades has  
    been modelled. This is for both communal areas and estate lighting. Two 
    scenarios are modelled:

 Contribution from leaseholders if they are consulted under Section 20

 Contribution from leaseholders if they are not consulted under Section 
20, i.e. they will pay £250 contribution only per dwelling. H&F would 
then pay the excess cost. 

If consulted, the value of leaseholder contribution is calculated based on 
‘liability weightings’. These detail the percentage contribution per leaseholder 
towards work at the site/estate.  This contribution is variable per site and so 
site-by-site modelling was carried out to arrive at the total contribution.  The 
headline results from the modelling are shown below in Table 4:

Table 4: Leaseholder contribution to deliver the full scope of works

 *includes the cost of columns for estate lighting. 

The results from the modelling show that there is a clear business case to 
consult with leaseholders under Section 20. If the consultation does not take 
place, and H&F charge leaseholders the maximum £250 only, there would be 
an excess of £1,122,607 remaining unrecovered by the Council, at an overall 
loss to the Housing Revenue Account.  

8.2 Growth and Place’s commitment to consult will ensure that tenants are formally 
notified of works at the same time as leaseholders are sent Notice of 
Estimates. There will be further consultation meetings with the Repairs 
Working Group. A public meeting will be arranged for residents prior to start 
on site, where the contractor will be introduced, and details of the work will be 
explained and residents will have the opportunity to ask questions. Ward 
Councillors   and officers from Growth and Place including leasehold services 
will be invited to this meeting. 

Total
Value

No. Leaseholders 4,869

Lighting CAPEX* (£)
 6,090,936 

S20 LH contribution (£)
   2,300,542 

Excess paid by LBHF if 
S20 not done (£)

   1,122,607 



8.3 There is a statutory obligation to consult with Leaseholders in accordance with 
the requirements of section 20 and 20ZA of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 
(“LTA 1985”) and Schedule 4 Part 2 of the Service Charges (Consultation 
Requirements) (England) Regulations 2003 (“the Regulations”). Schedule 4 
consultation is a two-stage process and requires the service of a Notice of 
Intention and then a Notice of Proposal. These two stages straddle the 
tendering process and leaseholders can nominate the name of an alternative 
contractor they would like the Council to approach for tender during the first 
phase.

8.4 There will be 2 separate packages of work:

 Communal Lighting

 Estate Lighting 

8.5 Orders will not be placed for the work until the consultation is satisfactorily 
concluded.   

8.6 The Council offers leaseholders a range of payment options to assist with the 
payment of the estimated invoices. These include a discount of 2.5% for early 
settlement of bills and a variety of interest free options dependent on the size 
of the invoice.

            Leaseholders who live at their property or do not own more than one additional   
property within the borough qualify for extended interest-free repayment plans 
of up to 4 years (subject to final charge). Where required, the plans can be 
extended out by a further 6 years although this period is interest-bearing at 
0.25% above the Council’s variable rate of borrowing. All options are explained 
in the ‘Paying for Major Work’ leaflet which is available for leaseholders on the 
Council’s web site as well as from Leasehold Services.   Leaseholders will also 
be advised that they may find comparable products within the high street 
marketplace at banks and building societies.

8.7 Officers from Property Services estimate that individual recharges, inclusive of 
fees, will range from 1.05% to 4.38%. The rechargeable element of the agreed 
Task Price will be verified by officers from leasehold services before S20 
notices are issued.

7.        PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE

9.1 The estimated cost of this project is above the OJEU threshold and 
consequently a full OJEU procurement process is required and it is proposed 
to use the 2 stage restricted process. An EU compliant framework was 
considered but was discounted due to leaseholder implications.

8.        CONTRACT AWARD CRITERIA



10.1     Prices obtained through the tender procedure will be evaluated alongside 
quality aspects and methodology for carrying out the work. 

10.3 It is proposed to use a 60/40 quality/ price split with 7 quality focussed 
Questions as follows:

 Understanding of the Council’s requirements and proposed methodology 
for carrying out the works   25%                                                                  

 Health and Safety Plan and Management  20%                                           

 Resources to be deployed on the contract and experience of the
proposed management and supervisory staff   20%                                                  

 Social Value, sustainability, and environmental issues  15%                               

 Management of sub-contractors  10%                                                                  

 Resident Engagement and Safeguarding of vulnerable residents   10%               

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE

11. PROJECT MANAGEMENT   

The SRT has been led by the Head of Mechanical and Electrical, Growth and 
Place reporting to the Head of Property Services who  will have overall 
responsibility for the project management of this scheme. The team includes 
electrical engineers and representatives from Housing’s Asset Management 
and leasehold service teams. Support will be provided by the Electrical 
Engineering Team who will oversee the project assisted by a Clerk of Works 
who will supervise the day to day work. 

           INDICATIVE TIMETABLE
 

Projected Programme Milestones

1. Soft Market Testing – January 2019
2. Preparation of Contract Documents January - April
3. Publish OJEU/Contracts Finder May
4. Receive expression of Interest June
5. Invite Tenders July
6. Receive Tenders August
7. Tender Evaluation September
8.  Award of Contract Cabinet Report November
9. Award of Contract /Section 20 December 
10. Contract Lead in January 2020
11. Start on Site February/March2020 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------



APPENDICES

Appendix A – Modelling Assumptions

Communal lighting assumptions

Items Value Unit
Average electricity tariff 0.09 £/kWh
Electricity carbon factor (Part L 2013 / SAP 2012) 0.519 kgCO2/kWh
Electricity carbon factor (draft SAP 10 factor) 0.233 kgCO2/kWh
Ballast losses in existing lights 10%  
LED light power drops to X% when PIR not activated - internal 25%  
LED light power drops to X% when PIR not activated - external 100%  
Percentage of time at full power when PIR and daylight controls 
added - internal 15%  
Percentage of time at full power when PIR and daylight controls 
added - external 100%  
Basecase run hours for internal lamps taken from SiteDate tab 
but for external lamps are assumed to be 50% with daylight 
control i.e. 12

hours per 
day

Cost of standard fluorescent 2D lamp 7.2 £
Cost of standard 28W fluorescent IP65 square bulkhead 121.2 £
LED retrofit - Quadretro 72 £
LED new fitting - Quadrant 132 £
Integral emergency – additional 72 £
Integral self-test emergency – additional 96 £
m/w sensor & daylight control – additional 80 £
Labour cost - lamp replacement / LED retrofit 37 £
Labour cost - new LED fitting 57 £
Supply & labour cost of new wiring per fitting 182.73 £
   
Manual monitoring & inspection costs   
Cost of lighting check 60 £ per visit
Two site visits per year means 1060 visits
Cost of monitoring visits 63600 £ p.a.
No. of emergency fittings 7389  
Monitoring cost per emergency fitting 8.607 £ p.a.
Assumed physical inspections required with RM 25%  
Wiring   
1.5mm2 T&E cable (per meter) 0.39 £
Average meters per fitting 7 M
Average supply cost for wiring per fitting 122.73 £
Cost of accessories for re-wiring 120 £



Estate lighting assumptions

Items Value Unit
Column and LED replacement (labour and parts) 1700 £
Pre Wattage (High Pressure Sodium) 70 W
Post Wattage (LED) 30 W
Unit electrcity cost 0.09 £/kWh
Ballast losses HPS 15 %
Losses LED 7 %

Operational hours pre
             

4,368 Hours

Operational hours post (Trimming = 40mins less per day)
             

4,125 Hours

Raise and lower cost
             

3,350 £

HPS life
           

24,000 Hours

LED life
           

50,000 Hours
Lamp life expectancy HPS 5.5 Years
Lamp life expectancy LED 12.1 Years
Cost to supply and install lantern (HPS or LED) 300 £
Re-lamp cost HPS 15.49 £

Additional re-lamp cost for HPS over the LED life
             

7,590 £



Appendix B – screen shot of the savings calculator from the model


